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UafRODUCTlOM 
There Is no doubt that vaXuaa am tha nost laportant 
indicators of man's bahaviour. Psychologists and soc io logis ts 
have proposed ssfreral def init ions of values and each discipl ine 
has emphasised a special aspect of values. 
According to Murphy (1951) value i s that which laakes objects 
desired or desirable or to be sought af ter . For Ranmers (1954) 
values represent the interiorised store or the subjective apprecia-
t ion of trhat i s good, worthtfhile and excel lent behaviour. Values 
are essent ia l ly in his adjustment to socia l rea l i ty . Thus, an 
individual's value-scheme or se t of values refers t o the pre-
suppositions by which he l i ves and the intentions which direct 
his actions along c»ie dimension of beheviour rather than another. 
Curtis (1960) suggests that values are objects, ideas and be l ie fs 
which one cherishes. Thus an individual's values scheme or set 
of values refers to the pxe-suppositions in which he bel ieves and 
the intentions which direct his actions along one dimension of 
beheviour rather than another. It i s certain that values are the 
most important differentiator between tMimen and animal soc ie t ies 
and that human soc i e t i e s d i f fer from each other becauMi they have 
different values . Values change with time but the speed of change 
i s due to many factors. The most important media of change i s the 
tAchnology and th« leve l of Qonttral education in society• According 
t o Margenau (1959), a value i s the measure of sat i s fact ion of a 
tnauin wauit. 
Most soc io log is t s have enphasised thm social aspsct of 
values and believe that values are nade in society and in relation 
to different soc i e t i e s , and that values vazv with t i n e . Karl Harx, 
in h i s faiBous theory, bel ieves that values are taade accotxiinfi t o 
eccmonic and technological c h a n t s , and t o changes in the methods 
of production, in every soc ie ty . On the other hand^ psychologists 
tend to bel ieve that the values of a society affect and deter»ine 
the beheviour of an individual. 
Everyone of us meets l i f e s i tuations which c a l l for thought, 
decision-SMking and act ion. Sciae of our experiences are familiar« 
some novel, some are casual some of extreme importance. Bverythiag 
we do, every decision we make, every course of action we take, i s 
based on our consciously or unconsciously held b e l i e f s , attitudes 
and values . Students, l ike adults, face problems and hove to maice 
decisions every day of the ir l i v e s . 
Young people are being asKed and are asking themselves Important 
personal and theoretical questions that w i l l lead them to make 
Important decisions and actions related to their avowed aims of 
l i f e . 
a school seems so irrelevant, therefore, why not drop out and 
^ t a better education on my own? 
b Does rel ig ion have some meaning in my l i f e , or i s I t nothing 
more than a ser ies of outmoded tradit ions and customs? 
c What occupation shal l i choose,^ so I doA't spend ray l i f e as 
many others who tespise the Jobs go t o every morning? 
• 
d How can I real ly •njoy working and living? 
0 vAiy i s i t thdt at the end of every %Mtekend I fee l anxious 
and gui l ty about a l l I didn't do? 
It i s a confusing world to l ive in . At every turn we are 
forced to make choices about how to l i ve our l i v e s . Ideally, our 
choices should be made cm the basis of the values we hold. The 
nost inportant areas where we nay experience confusion and confl ict 
in values are: marriage* occupation, religion* course of f ie lds 
of education, leisure t ine , culture and per»onal tas tes (clotJves, 
hairstyle , e t c . ) . 
All of us, young or old* often beoone confused about our 
values, bat for young people especial ly , the conf l ic t in value i s 
nore senate. The children and youth of today are confronted by 
anny nore choices than those of prenrious generations. Mottern 
society has nade them nore s€»|^isticat«id and less provincial, but 
the conplexity of these t ine has nade the act of choosing 
in f in i te ly nore d i f f i c u l t . How then, does a young nan learn to 
direct his l i f e through a world f u l l of confusion and conflict? 
Traditii^nally, adults and especial ly parents were motivated 
by a sincere desire to have the younger ^nerat ion lead happy axxS 
productive l i v e s . Parents pse^nt different models of behaviour 
of l i f e s ty l e s to the ch i ld . 
Individuals choose jobs or vocations due t o diverse socio-
personal reasons. Interests, special training and econonic 
conditions, family occupations, e t c . , a l l exercise inportant 
influences on their choices and decis ions. 
Vroom (1964) has very co^ ttntly sugg««t«d that the cho4c« of 
vocations Is not a cma sidsd happaning. Psopla not nerely daposa 
and daclda to antar vocatioiw thay ara also chosan for vocatioos. 
Thus, succassful attaiiyaant of a Job is a raauXt of two sats of 
Choices, One by the individual and other by social institutions. 
The second aspect of this process is vital for a society ox a 
nation. Only those individuals are admitted to the fraternity 
of an occupation who are expected to prove effective and are 
likely to naintain standards of Job perfonnanee (AXhtar and Pestonjee, 
1969). 
Individuals are born into social-cultural environment that 
tends to exert influence on their religious beliefs« attitudes, 
personality traits and goals which they set for theinMlves (Young, 
1961}• The environment not only sets the needs and the goals for 
the individual but also determine the ways atK) nanners of achieving 
them (jDrucker, 1953). This leads to the logical ccmclusion that 
family atmospheres that shape and mould the future behaviour^ may 
influence occupational values as well. 
During t)w last decade a nuB^er of investigations have been 
carried out in India to study occupational values (Resler, 1963; 
Pastonjee. Akhtar and chowdhry, 1967; Pal, 1967» Govindrajarulu, 
1966; Pestonjee and Akhtar, 1969). Attempts have also been made 
to study tl« influence of family atmospheres on occupational 
choice and values (switser, et al., 1962; utton, 1962; Grigg. 
1959; Powell, 1960; Green and Parker. 1965). But such studies 
have not been undertaken in Iran, if Roe*s theory holds good, then 
i t nay be vlsuaHated that pAzental att i tudes would influence 
children prefereocea for jobs and occupational values. Thus 
parental attitu(tes« may be treated as the independent variable 
and occupational values and job preferences as the dependent ones. 
The children learn soc ia l values as they grow up in the 
family* In other words soc ia l i sat ion makes th i s passible and that 
i s %rhy i t i s defined as "The process of inducting the iniividual 
in the socia l and cultural world, of making a child to accept the 
norma and values of that soeiety" (Young. 19S7}. Folkways, mores 
and such other features of culture as well as the s k i l l s and other 
necessary he^its which enable one t o becorMi a functioning mseber 
of society are acquired. "Hs learns to identify himself with the 
eims and values of his family, nelf^ourhood, c lass and cosmunity." 
Ftfiily i s the most Important agent of soc ia l i sat ion and within the 
family the parents serve as comer stones. 
One recent theory which seeks to deal with factors related to 
occupational choice i s that of Roe {1956-1957). Roe's theory 
evolves from the concept of the c lose relationship between an 
individual's interests and needs, and the relationship between the 
early l i f e experiences and the development of these interests and 
needs. 
According to th is theory, the perents create a particular 
psychological climate by the manner in which they sat is fy of 
frustrate the early needs of the ch i ld . As a result , a basic 
direction of attention i s developed, e i ther towards persons, or 
towards non-persons. This in turn results in predictable patterns 
of speci f ic interests in the admits in terns of tbe f i e ld to vhich 
he w i l l apply hinself . His voeetions is one of these« but Roe's 
phypottwsis was not supported by Grigg (1959). Akhtar, Psstocijee 
and Khatoon (1971) a lso fai led to lend support to Roe's hypothesis. 
As we a l l know, mich research has been dcme by psychologists 
to determine the role of the family in the ch i ld ' s occupational 
choice. The family pronrides opportunities for boys and g i r l s to 
identify with or reject various adults role models, i t creates 
and develops needs and shapes values, i t a lso prorides opportunities 
for children to show their a b i l i t i e s and s k i l l s . In 1951, Ginsburg, 
Ajcslard, and Hsma set forth the theory that o<M!Upational choice 
progresses through three periods, fantasy choice, tentative choi<^, 
and r e a l i s t i c choice. They also believe that the tentative choice 
period i s avdbdivided into four stages . Interest during the 11-12 
age range, capi^it ies during 13~14, valvMis during 15-16, transititMi 
during 17-18. Boys pass through the stages in the above orter 
within rather regular age l imi t s . 
According to Super (1953) the family i s a social , psychological 
and economic ent i ty . It i s psychological because i t s members have 
needs, att i tudes and feel ings which are important in then^elves 
and to the function of the family as an en t i ty . It i s social because 
i t consists of several people who function as a unit . It i s economic 
because i t provides certain services . It manufactures or processes 
certain goods and i t distributes thcce goo«kboth within and without 
the family unit . 
Parents influence the oocupeti ns of children by the direct 
inheritance of the father's occupation* for exaunqple* aJ^soat a l l 
farmers are recruited froK famer'e eone. Direct inheritance of a 
father's occupation wi l l »ost l ike ly occur among those occupations 
which require capital inveetnent or childhood participation, both 
of these el^nents are found in farming. 
Parents, especial ly of the middle c la s s , project their 
eflbitions into the i r children, and %#ant theic t o apply for a high 
leve l job through education. For th i s reason, the chi ld 's education 
i s of supreae isiportance to them. Going to school occurs moat 
e<Misicuously during the early stages of a career and i s an 
essent ia l part of SMH^ t^ ing people eossaitted to careers and prepared 
to f i l l pos i t ions . Both processes nay or nay not be going on at 
the sane t i n e . However, norenent fron one kind of jdb or position 
to another v ir tua l i ty always necessitates sone sort of learning, 
sonetinss before, sonetines on the job, sonetines through infomal 
channels and sonetines at school. If the counsellor in our guidance 
schools are interested in being e f fect ive , they should t» lp the 
students t o know thenselves, their a b i l i t i e s , needs, valtws and 
interests , and also the world in which they are developing and in 
which their career w i l l unfold. They should be aware of econoirtic 
conditions which may nodify career and also should be aware of 
social factors which may ef fect their «#or.;. As we a l l know, the 
above factors are concerned with the problem of job select ion 
It nay be reasonably agreed that the fanily and especial ly the 
father who i s usually the bjreedwinner exert the nost important 
influence on the jobs preferences and development of growing children. 
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Studies by D«vld»on (1937), Anderson (1965), Pryer (1939), Krlchner 
and Jenson (194S) ha(ve c learly shown the relationship between 
the Tocationel deirelopiaent and choices of boys and their father's 
occupation. Recent studies (Lea and King. 1964; Hubbard, 196S; 
Anderson and Olsen, 196S) on American students have given 
convincing evidence regarding the personal influences as detensinants 
of vocational choices of boys and g i r l s . 
An occupational choice i s not a value, but i t i s inade on the 
basis of values, for a value i s a conception of the desirable. 
Values are things in t^ich people are interested, things they want, 
desire to be or become, f ee l as obligatory, worship, enjoy. 
Freud (1945) belierves that work i s paired with love, while Karl 
Marx i s of the c^pinion that work i t s e l f i s enough. 
The youth of today are the occupational e l i t e of tomorrow. 
On their present decisions hinge the fate of industry, cotnroerce, 
po l i t i c s , the professions, the arts and science and the educational 
systea of the future. This, then, i s a particularly crucial group 
t o study, the peopl« who w i l l occupy the key social positions in 
tisMi to eo«e. Not only students are an important group to study 
but the t ine when we study there during their school years i s a 
period of central signifieance in the occupational decision 
process, for these are the years when the individual tende to 
aaXe up his niod about to reach the point of f inal decision. At 
high school, the students ideas about work are s t i l l re lat ively 
uadistorted by the special conditions of the job situation in which 
he w i l l eventually find histself. It i s therefore, easier to 
dbaerve the influence of c*rtaln abstract factors, such as valuas, 
attitudas, personality and isw^a, as thay bear on the decision 
process* To obserre the student while he is in high school also 
iMikes it possible to study change and development in occupational 
choice* the flow in and out of various occupations, the mitual 
interaction of occupational choices, values and the resolution of 
occupational conflicts. It is possible to visualise the occupational 
^cisicui process as a series of progressive ^limitations of 
alternatives. A nuBdder of factors in the individual and •ociety 
operates to cut down the broad range of available occupational 
possibilities. The bases for the elimination vary: seme occupations 
are not socially appropriate for an individual occupying a certain 
social status. Soma occupations are not possible for an individual 
with certain characteristic knowledge and resources and some 
occupations are not desirable fur an individual with certain 
values* attitudes &tdi personality characteristics. Sex* race, 
religion and nationality factors also enter in the progressive 
delimitation ot occupational alternatives. 
What «re all know is that the greatest part of the time a 
perscm is awake is spent at his work. Even the social position 
of an individual is understood by the type of work he does* for 
WKssiple* when we introduce a person* we might say "my friend is 
a university lecturer* or he is a pliysician* etc." Svery society 
has to somehow arrange to get people to do what has to be done in 
order to enablo the society to keep going and prosper. It must 
so distribute its human resources, both in quantity and quality 
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80 that the special needs w i l l be s a t i s f i e d . From the point of 
view of the individual« work wi l l have an isqportant influence 
on diverse aspects of his l i f e . The chances of l iving a l i f e 
characterised by productiveness« sal f -aetual isat ion and m l f * 
fulfilment w i l l depend to an iaqportant extent or the decree t o 
which our work allows us to esesrcise our creative potent ia l i t i e s . 
MS consider the occupation of a person to be one of i t s 
particulars and in identifyinQ hi^ we mention his occupation along 
with the nastt of h is father, mother, gender, place of birth and 
his identity card number. For example, we say Ahmad, the son of 
Ali« aged 21, bom in Ssfahan, Identity Card Mo. 534, issued in 
Esfahan, occupation t a i l o r . The answer to ths qvMStion who i» he 
i s frei|uently given in terms of that person's occupation. Almost 
a l l col lege students say that the purpose of the ir education i s to 
prepare for work* 
Research about the occupational values of members of the 
society becomes considerably important because of the rapid 
technological changes. TIMI variations of the Job market becotne 
very important in the planning and the social^economic programmes. 
It i s obvious then that the individual's occupational 
decision has important implications both for society and for his. 
future l i f e ' s ac t iv i ty and satisfactions« Generally speaking, 
the individual's decision i s limited to those occupations about 
which he knows something, which are appropriate to his c lass 
position and sex, which are not barred by ethii ic discrimination 
or by l imitations of physical and mental endomMnts and material 
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resources and in which r e a l i s t i c opportunities for occupations! 
practices e x i s t . 
The vocational counsellors in our guidance schools if ho have 
the responsibi l i ty of advising and helping their students to choose 
suitable courses or subjects* are obliged to use the research 
findings of psychologists, soc io log is t s and ecoiKMBists. 
The world of work i s cosiplex. The nuodoer of occupations 
exist ing in Iran during the years 1970-1973, according to the 
c las s i f i ca t ion of the Planning Organisation of Iran, were 
approxilMtely 22*000. So i t i s important that those who would 
guixte the young* nanely counsellors in guidance schools and parents 
etc .* understand the major respects in which occupations vary and 
use t h i s understanding of the major dimensions of work to c lass i fy 
then for students so that they are l e s s confusing, with this 
kind of c la s s i f i ca t ion in mind and with some understanding of the 
student with whom he i s dealing, the counsellor nay then have some 
notions of where the student f i t s into the scheme of things. I 
think t h i s i s the most important aspect of a counsellor's duties 
with regard to both the student and society . 
However, Miller and Forum (1951). in a brief discussion of 
occupational choice, s ta te that accident i s the deciding fact>r 
in the <tetermination of the occupation of most workers. The 
accident i s the accident of birth, which establ ishes family, race, 
nationality, soc ia l - c lass and residential and cultural opportunity. 
The range of occupations that an individual w i l l consider % e^n 
choosing his vocational goal i s determined lazgely by the status 
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•3QM»ctations o£ th« soc ia l c lass t o which he belcmgs. Thsy also 
believe that the process of t r i a l and error determines the 
vocational goals of more individuals than does vocational 
cmmsell ing. 
Increased theoretical and empirical attention has been given 
to the <Mvelopfnental nature of how and why individuals choose 
and adjust t o occupations. According t o Srikson's (1963>6e) theory, 
an individual goes througih eight developmental stages, in each of 
them he must face and cope with a central peyeho-social prc^lem 
or c r i s i s . The eight cr i ses outlined by Erikson are: basic trust 
versus mistrust, autonooiy versus shams and doubt, in i t ia t ive 
versus gu i l t , industry versus inferiori ty , identity versus identity 
confusion* intimacy versus isolation* generality versus stagnation 
and ego-integrity versus despair. Counsellors (Bloeher, 1966; 
Galimsky, 1966; Fast, 1966f Tiedeman and 0*Kara, 1963) have 
recognised Erikson*8 ideas for their possible theoretical s igni -
ficance in counselling, guidance and vocational developnent. 
Vasvada and Dixit (1969) have taken up a research project to 
describe ways in which learning environR«nts dif fers and to relate 
these environmental differences to students values and their level 
of aspirations. Schrecker (1948) bel ieves that primitive man was 
required t > work in order to survive, but modem man has come to 
depend upon work for more than survival. (Bsservations of men in 
retirement, of men out of work because of economic adjustments 
during great depressions or technological obsolescence, of men 
deprived of work by i l l n e s s , suggest that work i s of more use to 
u 
man than that of simply earning a l iv ing . Mor«« and Maisa (1955) 
contend that mmn would work evan if thay could ba financially 
indapendent of work. According to than, working givaa man a 
feel ing of being part of l a r ^ r society, or having something to 
do« or having a purpose in l i f e . 
A person comes to assess his own value when he works and 
when he observes the e f fec t s of h i s work. He also measures the 
benefits of his own Job for society when considering his work and 
demonstrating his potential . An adequate understanding of how 
an individual se l ec t s a particular pattern of behaviour from 
several alternatives i s a fundamental prcblem. firikson (1950,-1959) 
and Rogers (1959) have emphasised the influence of an individuals 
self-concept upcm his complex decis ions. Super (1957) has 
att(K;hed great significance to the role of the self-concept in the 
development of an individual*s vocational choice. Croobaeh (1960) 
s tates that vocational interests are an expressicm of personality 
needs and patterns. 
super (1957) and his associates say that the self-concept 
seems to admirably lend i t s e l f t o tha formulations of broad 
principles explanatory of occupational choice and vocational 
adjustment. He also bel ieves that the choosing of a certain set of 
soc ia l roles , such as that involved in vocational choice, and the 
rejecting of others i s dependent on tha characterist ics which 
one contributes to oneself on either a conscious or unconscious 
level and the characterist ics which are attributed to performance 
in the various soc ia l ro les . The choice i s then made on the basis of 
the extent to which an individual sees hlMself in the role or the 
role as bef i t t ing hlneelf • 
Anne Roe in her book on the Psychology e€ occupations 
(1956) points out that needs* whether at the conscious ot un-
conscious l eve l are the major deteminemts of occupational choice. 
She subscribes to the need theory of Mas low and emi^basises the 
heirarchy among needs* 
Caplow (1953) coRsnents that we know l i t t l e of how people choose 
their vocation, although he also bel ieves that t r i a l ar^ error 
plays a large part. He discusses several se l ec t ive factors which 
operate to determine vocational choice. 
Numerous studies have dealt with potential stinailants in the 
individual's work enviromment and have freq\iently compared types 
of job characterist ics in terns of the ir relat ive importance to the 
ei^loyee (Dunnette, 1965; Friedlanders, 1964; Heraberg, Kausner 
and sayderman« 1959; Porter, 1963). Counselling for occupational 
choice involves among other things some notion of the amount of 
sat isfact ion l ike ly to be attained in the career being considered. 
Parley (1955) points out that a man's working l i f e span ranges 
between 40 t o 50 years. During th i s period he keeps his nose to 
the same kind of grindstone. Thus i t i s important to consider 
what makes a grindstone attractive and what sat is fact ion can be 
fcHuad in the jobs. 
Me need more useful diagnostic schemes to identify tthe nature 
of a person's vocational decision-making problems and to specify 
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the nost effect iv« txwatiaent. Such echemes would Impronre the 
quality and efficiency of vocational assistance in many settings. 
Dubin (1966) found that for a vast majority, work and place of 
work are not central life interests. Similar results were 
obtained by Hhitehill (1964). Contrary to the findings of these 
two investigators, the results of a study done by Friedlander 
(1966) suggest that the world of work eaiE>odied a small proportion 
of life values, but represents a majority of environmental 
variables with which the individual has an opportunity to promote 
an effective and competent interaction with his environment. It 
may be pointed out that some times it is difficult to discriminate 
between life values and environnental variables. 
Research about the occupaticMoal values, method of seeking 
Jobs and the future of any job is especially important in Iranian 
society. A large nuslser of people in the field of agriculture 
have changed their Jobs, seeking higher incomes and better living 
standards. Farmers give up their Jobs in the villages and go to 
the big cities, looking for new jobs. Consequently, this process 
causes residential, traffic, and socio-economic problems. All of 
these make the study of occupational values and choice of carver 
in Iran a very necessary thing, AS a consequence of the change 
mamt of the Iranian workers who come from rural areas to big 
cities find themselves in rather a difficult position. Traditionally, 
Iran has been an agricultural country and the social structure is 
primarily based on traditional forms of stratification. It is 
true that contact with Msstem countries, especially in the last 
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dttcads, has •^amd the pressure of these norsis. But as we nentioned 
before, a sMjority of our workers in industrial organisations C<NW 
from rural areas where the traditional patterns are still powerful. 
Their smooth adjustment to industrial life has to take place while 
adhering to the attitudes and values of the culture in which their 
whole life is anchored. This is the most important probleni in 
industrial organisations of Iran. Moreorer^ this process creates 
other socio<-econoBic problems such as residence, education and 
the problem of traffic in big cities like Tehran and the centres 
of the proirinces. 
Bven though some work has been done in establishing the nunitMir 
of Job holders in every department of industry and the number of 
Jobs available in every field like management, agriculture and 
industrial organisations. Scientific research to determine the 
occupaticm values or the methods of selecting a Job has not yet 
been done. Counsellors in our guidance schools use the results of 
research studies that have been conducted in other countries, 
specially America. But, the socio-cultural differences between 
the countries nay seriously restrict the applicability of the 
research findings. Thus it is apparent that we should conduct 
researches in «Hir country and counsellors should make use of 
such findings. 
Although this stxidy has been d<»ie in only one of the cities 
of Iran, namely Xsfahan, the results of this research have general 
applicability for the whole country for the following reasons. 
First because Esfahan is the most populoxis city in Iran after Tehran 
X7 
and second becsuse it la mostly an industrial city. Esfahan is 
the most important industrial city in Iran and has Steel Mill, 
a Helicopter factory, textile mills, building material factories, 
etc. Therefore, specialists and skilled workers from all over 
the country live in the city and <xm can consider the city a true 
representative of the whole Iranian society. Different psycholo-
gists have advocated different theories of job preference and 
development with suj^ portive research evidence. Such theories 
reinforce our expectations or beliefs about the way in which 
vocational plans or choices are made. Super (1953) also proposed 
a ttwory of vocational development which he explained in his 
boc^ "The Psychology of Career** in 1957. He has discussed that 
vocational choice is in fact a process rather than an event. 
Vocational development is conceived as one aspect of an individual's 
personal* emotional and intellectual development. This concept 
leads logically to the concept of vocati<mal maturity, which may 
be conceived of as vocational age, similar to mental age. 
such a study will serve a double purpose. Firstly it will 
provide an uiuierstending of the differences or similarities between 
the father's Job preferenceiand the studentSi job preferences. 
secondly, it may also provide an opportunity to test Super's 
theory of vocational development in a developing country like 
Iran. It may therefore become vocationally mature with their 
general growth, their choices gradually tKfv away from their 
father's occupation and they tend to become more and more 
independent. Me may propose the following hypothes«s. 
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1. Valu« orientation of parsnts would influsnc* th« valu« 
orientation of children. 
2 . Value orientation of parente vould influence Job preference 
of children. 
3 . Children's value orientation would influence their job 
preference. 
4 . Father's occupation would influence children's job 
preference. 
5. Faoiily's socio-economic status would influence job 
preference. 
Chapter 2 
METHCDOLOGY 
Even a glance over the title of the problem impresses ua that 
the basic measurements would be of occupational values and Job 
preferences. Occupational values are luiually measured with Center's 
Job Value Card (1948). Most of the Indian psychologists have used 
Center's Job Value Card to evaluate occupational values (Pestonjee, 
Akhtar and Chowdhary, 1967| Pestonjee and Akhtar, 1969a, 1969b7 
Akhtar« Pestonjee and Khatoon« 1971). 
Also there are researchers who have used questionnaire for 
this purpose (Govindrajarjulu, 1968, and Pal, 1967). Centers job 
Value Card cnnprise of ten items. All the statements were translated 
into Persian. 
The subjects were asked to write nuinbers from one to five 
within the brackets in front of each item, according to their 
preferences. That is, if the subject very much prefers 'Social 
Service', he writes 5 in the bracket. If he dislikes it, he 
writes number 1 in the bracket. The subjects are free to give 
five types of answers and establish their likes or dislikes towards 
the items. The Center's Job Value Card and their order of 
completion are written below: 
The purpose of this investigation is to study the desired 
aspect of jobs. The success depends entirely on your frank 
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rdsporases and whole-hciart«d eooporatlon. Plmamm kMip In mind that 
you havtt t o t a i l us about your l ikes or d i s l i k e s . Please read the 
statements carefully and indicate the extent of your liking or 
dislikinQ aoainat each aspect. 
If you ver> laucy l ike an aspect, please write 5 within the 
brackets. If you l ike an aspect,place 4 within the brackets. If 
you s l ight ly l ike an aspect, place 3 within the brackets. In th i s 
manner you have to assign a rating ranging from 5 to 1 against 
each aspect. 
A jcb tfhere you could be a leader (leadership). 
A job where you could be looked upon very high by your 
fellowBMin (estewa). 
A very interesting job ( in teres t ) . 
A Job you were absolutely sure of keeping (swsurity) 
A very highly paid Job (profit) 
A job where you could inake a name for yourself or became 
famous (fame). 
A Job where you could work more or l e s s for your own (indepen(tence}. 
A Job where you could express yourself, your feel ings, 
ideas, ta lents or s k i l l s (self-expression). 
A job where you could meet other people (social service) . 
A Job where you could be a boss (power). 
V4B used the Job questionnaire that was prepared by the office 
of Planning of Guidance Education (Iran) for determining Job 
preference. This i s an Iranian Government organisation. In th is 
questionnaire, 142 exist ing Jobs in Iran were l i s t ed The 
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pajrticulara of the Jobs w»re ttxplained in the job bulletins that 
were distributed to the students of Quidance schools, and three 
samples of them are attached (^pendix A). 
The Job Interest Questionnaire, developed by the experts 
o£ the office of planning of Guidance Bducation of Iran, is 
reproduced below: 
JGB INTEREST QUESTIONNAIRE 
S.NO. Jobs S.NO. Jobs 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
6 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
le 
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2 0 
Doctor 
Dent i s t 
Paychotherpist 
Veterinary Surgeon 
Pharmacist 
Lab-work Techbician 
Fhy8 io therap i s t 
B a c t e r i o l o g i s t 
Radiologist 
Medical Ass is tant 
Midwife 
Hygeinist 
Mealth Ass i s tant 
Food Expert 
Nurse 
school hygieine education 
Chemist 
B i o l o g i s t 
Petrochemist 
Physician 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
26 
29 
30 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
36 
39 
40 
Naturalist 
Mathemat ic ian 
Mechanical Engineer 
Electr ical Engineer 
Radio & TV Engineer 
Metal Industries Engineer 
weaving EngiiMier 
Petrcxrhonical Engineer 
Mining Engineer 
Steel Mill Co. Engineer 
Plast ic Indus. Engineer 
Metallurgy Engineer 
Wood Industries Engineer 
Indus. Methods Engineer 
Road & Buildings Engineer 
Safety Engineer 
Hydraulic Engineer 
Planning/Civil Engineer 
Cocnminication Engineer 
City Building Engineer 
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41 
42 
43 
44 
45 
46 
47 
48 
49 
50 
51 
52 
53 
54 
55 
56 
57 
58 
59 
60 
61 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
Ship Building Engineer 
Aeroplane Engineer 
Technician 
Agricul tural Engineer 
Hel icopter Engineer 
s o c i a l Consenration Engineer 
weathering Engineer 
Agricultural Machinery 
Engineer 
Botany jQaproireinent Engineer 
Plants Pathologist 
Animal Husbandry Engineer 
Poultry fanning 
Park planner 
Gardener 
Forest s erv ice 
Farmer 
Cotton Techni4:ian 
Agricultural pronotor 
Housing pronotor 
P i l o t 
Armed forces 
So ld ier 
Airman 
S a i l o r 
Policeman 
Rural polionnan 
Aviator 
Parachutist 
Hel icopter technic ian 
Captain (ship) 
Driver (Taxi# bus) 
Space expert 
Auditor 
Banker 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
60 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
86 
89 
90 
91 
92 
93 
94 
95 
96 
97 
98 
99 
100 
101 
102 
103 
104 
105 
106 
107 
108 
Accountant 
Advertisement 
Business 
S t a t i s t i c i a n 
Computor operator 
Clerk 
Translator 
Book-keeper 
Librarian 
Fi le -keeper 
Hotel keeper 
Public Relations Officer 
Technical drawer 
Hairdrasser 
Tai lor 
Dress d a s i g m r 
Air hos te s s 
Fireman 
Judge 
Public iM>tary 
Lawyer 
Soc ia l worker 
Educational counsel lor 
Family counsel lor 
Psychologist 
P o l i t i c a l s c i e n t i s t 
S o c i o l o g i s t 
Archeologist 
Historian 
Geographer 
3eho<)l teacher 
Imam (Rel igious Leader) 
Writer 
Journal i s t 
23 
109 
110 
111 
112 
113 
114 
115 
116 
117 
l i e 
119 
120 
121 
122 
123 
124 
125 
t3«ws reporter 
Announcer 
Film Diz^ctor 
Stage munaoer 
Sound Engineer 
Film Producer 
Dvdaber 
Scenarist 
Coiled ian 
Stage manager 
Film Acting 
Orchestra ccmdiMStor 
Music Director 
Musician 
Singer 
Tile Maker 
Ceramic maker 
126 
121 
128 
129 
130 
131 
132 
133 
134 
135 
136 
137 
138 
139 
140 
141 
142 
Plaster moulder 
Carpenter 
Emuneller 
Carver (wood) 
sculptor 
Driver 
Miniature maker 
Engraver 
Silversmith 
Goldsmith 
l^alilder 
Warshaw weaver 
Calico weaver 
Cashmere weaver 
Embroidery 
Carpet weaver 
Glass blower 
vie asked the responctents to name«in order of importance, four 
different jobs from the list of Jobs. The most preferred Job was 
to be assigned a ranking of 1. 
First we distributed the Jcds bulletins. These Job bulletins 
are specially prepared for guidance school students by the Office 
of the Educational Guidance Planning of Iran, locate<a in the 
Capital, Tehran. Each bulletin briefly describes the Job. 
Descriptions are simple and accompanied by pictorial presentations 
so that the students feel no difficulty in understanding the contents, 
It explains the level of skill required, the place or places where 
these Jobs would be available, monthly income, nature of the Job 
(governmsntal or private) and the procedure for applying for the 
Job. 
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The counsellors provide guidance to the students with the 
Irwlp of the bul le t in jwst described. Thus th« o^idance schools 
students are usually £«i>tiliar with the various aspects o£ jobs. 
We used the bul le t in and the sid>jects were as^ed to indicate 
their f i r s t four preferences on the bu l l e t in . The subjects were 
a lso required to furnish the following inforwation. 
VXiaRHKSlOti FORM 
Pleass supply the followingt 
Kane Surawm Hams of s choo l 
siuK Age Distr ict 
Parent's occupation (Father/siother} 
Parents* monthly income 
Nvnber of brothers 
Munber of s i s t e r s 
Parents* education Father Mother 
a^ Miple 
Before we discuss the procedure of sampling i t seems necessary 
to throw some l ight on the schooling system of Iran. The old 
educational systesi of Iran had three leve ls t Primary raiddle and 
h i g ^ r education. The age of entering prisiary school was s ix 
and i t lasted for s i x years. The main subjects taught were reading 
and writing Persian and Arithmetic. The middle school's duration 
was three years and a l l the courses were compulsory except theology 
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for tho8« who %i«re not Kualisui. In High School th« couriMS wer» 
divld»d into three branches t natural sciences, mathei&atics and 
l i terature . Hone Scienoe t#as a l so taught to wonen. So usually 
after ttielve years an individual graduated from High School in 
one of the fmir branches with a diploma. 
Vie started the new educational system in 1966. The age of 
entry in elementary schools i s f ive and i t s duration i s f ive years. 
The students %iho coi^lete eleswntary schooling enter guidance 
schools and study there for three years. After that they have to 
chose any one of the followijig f i e lds of study: ( i ) human science« 
(2) mathematical and eicperimental sciences, (3) agricultural soisnce, 
(4) professional courses (such as ta i lor ing, connerce and trade, 
e t c } . , and (5) Technical courses (such as c i v i l , e l ec tr i ca l and 
Mechanical). The course for each f i e ld i s four years, so generally 
after 12 years a student w i l l graduate frcm middle education. 
Approximately every family in Iran has a student in guidance 
or non<Hguidance school. The students and their parents as %fell as 
the authorities of the Ministry of Education eagerly want to assess 
the results of these changes in the educational system. 
There i s a counsellor for every 700 students in guidance 
schools. The Counsellors are usually p<M(tgrad\iates in guidance and 
counselling and they have to undergo some special training 
before their employment. Their main work i s t o help the studtaints 
in se lect ing suitable courses of studies , in making proper choice 
of a vaeati<MQ and in solving their personal problems. 
The professional courses consist of 16 different Jobs l ike 
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nurslDQ, oardeninQ, cocking, etc. Bv«ry student must tak« all th« 
CGurs«s in the first year. For the second year they cam choose 
four fields out of them, and at least two courses in third year 
a^ording to his/her interest. Counsellors also use some 
psychological tests for measuring di^ ilities, interests, intelligence 
and educational aehievenent in different subjects, in short we 
have guidance and non-guidance schoolSr but the present study 
was conferred to the guidance school students. Xt nay be sisntioned 
here th«it the comparison between the occupational values and job 
preferences of the students of guidance and non-guidance schools 
will be done for the Pti,D, work. The study was conducted on the 
guidance school students of Befahan. 
First of all it should be aoentioQed here that Bsfahan from 
the educational point of view is divided into four districts. 
The nuffber of schools in each district and the name of the 
guidance schools and the mmber of the students in each school is 
written in the tables 1 to 5. This i» being done for the 
saapling purposes. 
This statistice was obtained from the Educational Board 
of Bsfahan during the acaderoic session 1975-76. Data was collected 
during October 1975 to May 1976. Beiause of the large number of 
students, i#e decided to rendonly select oneeout of every 100 
students from guidance schools. The detail of the sample is 
reported in (table 6). Me may be allowed to mention that the 
students studying in Non-Huslim and Blind schools %rere not 
included in the study. 
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Table - 1 
uamm of* ¥jha iJo, 
•ehool 
Far^Usanas 
Khoram 
Maftij« 
R<»dab« 
Aninoodol^ 
Aiair<i^oXiAmiQi 
M»tn 
B«hat 
25 ^[)abriv«r 
Pl«bro 
PorandQkhet 
Salahshoor 
AfllBKXm 
MshiTiidaneah 
HOBta 
,0f atudants 
• n ^ l l a d 
162 
421 
510 
223 
413 
187 
269 
286 
256 
229 
464 
1.130 
198 
336 
260 
Ababaair (blind 10 
s c h o o l ) 
Arfan 330 
Nam of th« 
•ehoo l 
Kyahan 
Farhan->Homar 
Sha»« 
aannla 
Miirkabir 
Farhang 
Abnaalna 
KorcMih 
Sasan 
Car 
AboiMuiood 
Arahad 
Ahnadia 
PtoanAia 
iOvirad 
zahadi 
^ a h r l a r 
No.of atudanta 
•nrol lad 
96 
143 
556 
482 
6oe 
337 
306 
312 
235 
237 
550 
230 
307 
315 
229 
335 
316 
Ka»ttnmaisaiiBKhani 318 TOTAL 12.877 
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PA»^fM^ - ? 
Hams of the 
school 
Anahita 
Bahananiar 
Majdohalandah 
Bohaahtaln 
FaraaiMih 
25 shahrivar 
aatxwh 
Maryanbaygon 
Golaatanian 
Farokhroparsa 
Arjang 
BeharealiB 
RahiMt 
Tabla 
Ho.of atudonts 
•nrollo^ 
494 
227 
296 
267 
4X9 
407 
260 
393 
144 
81 
7,700 
315 
41 
2 
Mama of tha 
school 
Hatambalk 
Mobonia 
Haratl 
Kaahafi 
Karlmkhansaidn 
Rabaah 
Hasarkhosra 
Alirasaabasi 
Matoran 
caryosh (boys} 
Dayosh 
Marat 
Rabaah 
HO.of studartts 
anrollad 
964 
160 
305 
325 
267 
302 
219 
379 
266 
403 
94 
168 
318 
TOTAL 10,043 
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D^tf^ct - 3, 
Maim of the 
school 
Aiatola Ajrbab 
Mb. 
Koroih Aria M»hr 
Khaahalar 
Shahabas 
Kosra 
Girl wahid 
Aiandagan 
Koroah 
Khaghana 
BoaiX 
Sighth 
Saatakhis 
Table 
of studsnta 
enrolled 
820 
189 
6SS 
441 
180 
643 
370 
630 
234 
140 
553 
189 
3 
Nana of the 
fcshool 
Asarmidokht 
Rasevi 
Mir 
Seba 
Kiniaieeadat 
Behead 
Boy Wahid 
NAVid 
Kohasab 
Asnrari 
Mandana 
TCXPAL 
Ho.of etiidenta 
enrolled 
246 
243 
478 
277 
201 
208 
470 
206 
545 
350 
140 
6,619 
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P 4 f t f l c t - 4 
N«ns of the No 
school 
Khajeamld 
MashaiAkh 
Kashe£i 
Ninth Aban 
Asadaoan 
Parv imatesaml 
Pasharaki 
G<^ar8had 
Mahrain 
Girl Atahad 
Nordanash 
Haahent 
Hadaf 
Tabla 
.of atudanta 
• a r o l l a d 
324 
370 
440 
437 
210 
290 
350 
362 
336 
62 
160 
270 
286 
4 
Ham of the 
• choo l 
Anin 
sozanehi 
Sixth Bahraan 
Saghir 
Faroghi 
Nttnatbakhsh 
Ghosiah 
Boy Atahad 
Baharalm 
janahid 
Da}ik<Aida 
Mahram 
NO.of atudsnta 
anrol lad 
540 
1,120 
610 
540 
607 
476 
l e i 
6e 
315 
216 
270 
268 
A MAK 
Tabla 5 
Mo. of guidanca schools and the studants 
of Esfahan in Gaa*r«l. 
DistSict 
1 
2 
3 
4 
TOTAL 
No. .of schools 
35 
29 
23 
25 
112 
No .of students 
anrollad 
12,877 
10,043 
6,619 
9,045 
40,564 
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Table 6 
Dlatrlct Needed tio. 
Students' 
enrolled 
1 
2 
3 
4 
129 
100 
66 
90 
12,677 
10,043 
8,619 
9,04S 
Total 40S 40,5B4 
The names of the sehoola were written on pieces of paper and 
put in a bCKK €od for schools which had a large number of students, 
for every one hundred of theen an extra ballot was added to the 
box. Then we asked a student to dr«w names of the schools froo 
the box. Thus we selected (me school froei each district as shown 
in table 7. 
Table 7 
District **^w^,*^® Gen.No. Chosen 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Manije 
i-latanbeik 
Wahid 
Sosanchi 
510 
964 
643 
1,120 
129 
IOC 
86 
90 
Total 3,237 405 
The sane process of random selection was repeated in ch:;>o8ing 
the required number of students from each school. Nunbers frost 
sero to nine were written on ballots and were put in a box. One 
nunber was picked, at randow, say 6. Then froia the students list 
of the school, all the students whose ntinbers ended in six, like 
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16. 26, 146 and so on were chosen. Since in some schools the chosen 
nutalser was l e s s than the required nunber* again a se lect ion was 
made aiRong numbers ranging iron sero to nine, esceluding s ix because 
i t had already been chosen. If sero came out then a l l the students 
whose numbers ended with sero« l ike 20« 30« e t c . , were selected. 
Me repeated the procedure t i l l the required number of sample was 
obtained. 
The parents of the selected students were located, except 
for those \A\o were <tead or were not avai lable . Also some of the 
parents in spi te of their expressed wil l ingness, fai led to complete 
the qiwstionnaires and were not included in the study. Thus we had 
a sample of 405 students and 152 parents. The selectiMi students 
«fere administeced Center's Job Value Card translated into Psrsian 
and the Job Bulletin discussed ear l i er . 
Final scrutiny revealed that oaly 244 students completed the 
returns, similarly« the parents were also administered these 
two instruments. 
fft^tifftical ^Pf^vfj^ 
Rosenburg (1957}has c las s i f i ed values as "peopJbe-oriented", 
"extrinsic reward-oriented" and "selfexpression-oriented". when 
people view their work as an opportunity for obtaining the 
grat i f icat ion to be derived from interpersonal relations, they 
are said to be * people-oriented*. When people tend to emphasise 
the re^ wards to be obtained for work, rather than tt» gratifications 
to be derived from work, are c lass i f i ed as 'extrinslc-xewerd 
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oriented'• When people view their work as an opportunity for 
expressing their ta lents and creative potent ia l i t i e s , they 
possess 'self-expression oriented' value. 
we are reproducing the c lass i f i ca t ion of Rosenberg's 
occupations accordix^g to value orientations, we folloimd 
Rosenberg's c lass i f i ca t ion and we c lass i f i ed the jdbm mintioiied 
in our national (Iran) Bul let in . Sini larly we c las s i f i ed the 
occupational values tfiven In Center's Job Val\Mi card. Thus social 
sexvice, leadership and fai!ie «rere c lass i f i ed as "People-oriented" 
occupational values. Profit, security and power were e lass i f i ed 
as "Extrinsic-reward oriented" occupational values. Also se l f -
expression^ independence and esteem as "Self-expression oriented" 
occupational values. 
The respoadence were required to rate the occupational 
values from five to 1. It i&eans that the nost preferred one was 
to be rated 5 and the least one was assigned a rating of 1. 
Sini larly , they rated the Jobs. The occupational values assigned 
ratings of 5 and 4 were considered as "preferred". Similarly Jobs 
which were assigned ranks of 1 and 2 were tar.en as preferred. 
Means of "peqple-oriented" (PO), "Sxtrinsic Reward-oriented" 
(8R0) ano "Self-Expression-oriented" (SSO) were calculated. 
Those fa l l ing above the mean were represented by -t- sign and those 
fa l l ing below the mean tiere assigned - s ign. Tlfuxs we had two 
groups (Parents and their children) fa l l ing ab^ :ive and below the 
nean on the three value orientations. A 3x2 contingency table 
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PBOPLB-ORIENTED 
1 
2 
3 . 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
le 
Doctor 
Dent i s t 
Psychotherapist 
Rianaacist 
Fhys i o therap i s t 
Radio log is t 
Medical Ass is tant 
Midwife 
Hygeinist 
He41th Ass i s tant 
Nurse 
i^hool Hygiene Educator 
Agricultural Prosiotor 
Housing pronotor 
Policement 
Rural Policeotan 
Clerk 
Hotel Keeper 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 
26 
27 
28 
29 
31 
32 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38 
Public Relat ions Officers 
Hairdresser 
Ta i lor 
Dress designer 
Air hos te s s 
Educational Counsellor 
Family Counsellor 
Psychologist 
P o l i t i c a l s c i e n t i s t 
s o c i o l o g i s t 
Teacher 
Rel igious leader 
Comi^ian 
St«S^ Lighting manager 
s o c i o l o g i s t 
Singer (Melodies) 
Singer 
Driver 
Librarian 
EXTRINSIC RIWARD^ORIBMTED 
1 Veterinary Surgeon 
2 Mil i tary forces 
3 So ld ier 
4 Aiman 
$ Auditor 
6 Beaker 
7 Accountant 
6 Propagandist 
9 BusiiMssnan 
10 Judge 
11 Hotel keeper 
12 Public notary 
13 L«Mryer 
14 Ceramic maker 
15 Si lversmith 
16 Goldsmith 
17 warswa maker 
16 Calico ifeaver 
19 Cashmere weaver 
20 Gold weaver 
21 Carpet weaver 
22 Glass blower 
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3ELg-KXPR£8SIQW«.0RIgNTED 
1 Laib-work technic ian 
2 B a c t e r i o l o g i s t 
3 Food expert 
4 CheBBiat 
6 B i o l o g i s t 
6 Fetrochemist 
7 f t t fs ic ian 
6 Natural i s t 
9 Mathematician 
10 Mechanical engineer 
11 Meaving Engineer 
12 Petrochemical Engineer 
13 Mining Engineer 
14 Steel mill Co. Engineer 
15 Plastics Industries engineer 
16 Metallurgy Engineer 
17 ifood Industries Engineer 
18 industrial methods Engineer 
19 Roads & Buildings Engineer 
20 sa£ety Engineer 
21 Hydraulic Engineer 
22 Planning (Civil) Engineer 
23 Communications Engineer 
24 City building Engineer 
25 Shipbuilding Engiiuner 
26 Aeroplane Ec^ Jlneer 
27 Technician Engineer 
28 Agricultural Engineer 
29 Helicopter Engineer 
30 soil conservation engineer 
31 Msather engineer 
32 Agricultral Machnery fiogineer 
33 Botany iaprotrement Engineer 
34 Plants pathologist 
35 Seed and Animal Husbandry 
36 Poulterer 
37 Pack planner 
36 Gardner 
39 Forest Keeper 
40 Farmer 
41 Cotton experimenter 
42 Pilot 
43 Sailor 
44 Helicopter technician 
45 Mriator 
46 Parachutist 
47 Captain 
48 Diver 
49 Space expert 
50 S t a t i s t i c s Expert 
51 computer operator 
52 Translator 
53 Book-keeper 
54 Fi le -keeper 
55 Technical dra%rer 
56 Fireman 
i 7 Historian 
Se Geographer 
59 wri ter 
60 Journalist 
61 Reporter 
62 Speaker 
63 Film Director 
64 Sound Engineer 
65 Film Producer 
66 Dubber 
67 scenar i s t 
66 s cenar i s t 
69 Orchestra Conductor 
70 F^isician 
71 T i l e maker 
72 P las ter moulder 
73 Fvetworker 
74 Enamel l e r 
75 Carver 
76 sculptor 
77 Miniature Maker 
78 Engraver 
79 Moulder 
60 Archaeologist 
81 Electrical Engineer 
82 Radio and TV Engineer 
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was fornied and signif icant dl£f«rence bttttMen the valtie 
orientation of parents and the ir children was computed by X^  
t e s t (Tate, 1956}• 
t^edians and guartile deviation s for e^ MSb occupal value 
for both the groups were calculated separately, similarly 
nedians and quartile deviations for jobs were cae^putml. 
Chapter 3 
RBSUIff AND DISCUSSION 
V4e have alraady stated the alms and objectives of the study 
and also we proposed sons hypotheses. Here we propose to present 
the results obtained through s t a t i s t i c a l analyses. 
ysble I 
Hypothei Value of X^  Remarks 
1 The value orientation of parents would 
influence the value orientation of 
children 0.3260 
2 The value orientation of parents 
would influence Job preference of 
children 1.0470 
3 Children's value orientation would 
influence their Job preference 0.3926 
4 Father's occupation would influence 
children's Job preference 0.3623 
5 F«nily's socio-oeomandc status would 
influence Job preference 3.5003 
Insignificant 
Insignificant 
Insignificant 
Insignificant 
Insignificant 
The tabula ted value of )r with 2df at 1% l evel of significance » 9.21 
The results indicate that a l l the hypotheses have been accepted. 
It means that parents'value orientations influence their childrens' 
occupational values as well as their Job preferences. It has also been 
verif ied that childrens* value orientation influence their Job 
preference. Father's profession and family's socio-economic status 
too influences Job preferen<»». 
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Now %#e pre8«nt the mean va lues and quartlXe dev iat ions of 
the two groupa. 
Table II 
Occupational vallate 
lAadership 
i n t e r e s t 
Seteen 
secur i ty 
Prof i t 
s o c i a l Service 
Fa»e 
Inde penitence 
s e l f experience 
Power 
Students 
3.08 
4.45 
4 .01 
4.04 
3.53 
4.66 
4 .20 
2.63 
4.05 
2.92 
1.94 
1.55 
1.50 
1.55 
1.45 
1.13 
1.61 
2.02 
1.60 
2 .26 
F^rente 
3.75 
4.33 
4.53 
4.58 
3 .66 
3.47 
4.14 
3.00 
4 .51 
3 .50 
Q 
2.59 
1.43 
1.30 
1.04 
1.47 
2,13 
1.46 
i.ee 
1.31 
1.33 
Perusal of Table II inpresses us with the fact that parents 
have higher tasdian values for leadership, esteem, security, profit, 
and self--expression, vihen «#e take into account the variability 
we note that it is very high for leadership, social service and 
independence for parents and for the students group it is high for 
power*independence and leadership. Higher quartile deviation 
is an indication of greater extent of disagreement between the 
ratings of the groups studied. 
Oecupaticoial values for the two groups arranged on the basis 
of medians are presented in Table III. 
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Tabl« H I 
Sttidttnts Parents 
socia l saxvios sceority 
lnt«jc«st tstaam 
Famt smlf-mxpxmBBioa 
3«lf>«xpr«8sion Zntareat 
security Faiw 
BstMi& Leadarabip 
Profit Profit 
L»adaxahip Power 
Power Social aervica 
Xadapandanca ZAdapendeoea 
The f ive »oat preCerr«d occupational valuea c^ the t«ro groupa 
nay be arraim^sd aa followat 
Studeota P»r<apta 
1 soc ia l aervice 1 security 
2 Intereat 2 Bateem 
3 Fane 3 self-expresaion 
4 self^xpreaaion 4 intereat 
5 Security S Fane 
we nay conclude that the two groupa do not differ on the firat 
five preferred occupational valuea. In other worda the preferred 
occupational valuea of paranta and atudenta ia more or leas the aama. 
Now we preaent the median and quartile deviationa for job 
preferencea of the two groupa. The aubjecta «rere aaked to indicate 
their preference to any four Joba out of the 142 liated in the 
bulletin. They were to aaaign a rank of 1 to the noat preferred 
Job« a rank of 2 to the aeeoad moat preferred one and ao on. In 
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Table Hv, the ten most preferred Jobs, arranged on the basis of 
medians, are expressed. 
Table IV 
Jcsbs preferred 
Medicine 
E l e c t r i c a l Enqg, 
Teaching 
Nursing 
Educational 
Counee.ilor 
Mechanical Engg. 
P i l o t 
C i v i l Engineering 
Armed forces 
]blUUR 
Students 
M . Q 
1.95 
2 .16 
2 .16 
2.54 
2.56 
2 .71 
2.73 
2.75 
2.76 
2.92 
1.82 
1.69 
2 .11 
2.29 
1.95 
1.66 
2.04 
1.51 
1.66 
1.93 
• Jobs preferred 
Medicine 
Pol ice 
Teaching 
C i v i l Engineering 
Mechanical 
Engineering 
Judge 
E l e c t r i c a l Engg 
P i l o t 
JDnam 
Armed forces 
Parents 
f?l 
1,77 
1.79 
1.60 
1.66 
1.66 
1.90 
1.99 
2.12 
2.57 
2.75 
Q 
1.41 
1.71 
1.14 
1.48 
1.24 
1.35 
1.40 
1.69 
1.91 
2.21 
Medicine has been preferred by both the groups. Parents have 
not preferred nursing and educational counsellor whereas students 
have not endorsed police and judge. '£nMun' and 'Armed Forces* 
occupy the last positions for both the groups. The first five 
most preferred jobs for the two groups are as given belows 
Students 
1 Medicine 1 
2 Electrical Engineering 2 
3 Teaching 3 
4 Nursing 4 
5 Educational Counsellor 5 
Parents 
Medicine 
Police Service 
Teaching 
Civi l Engineering 
Mechanical Engineering 
Similarity bet%feen the preferences of the two groups i s quite 
evident. 
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Diacusaiop 
Peston^ee and Akhtar (1969) contend that "one of the important 
reasons why an individual prefers to go for a certain occupation* 
conpared to many others, i s that he has a typical value system**. 
Many investigators have tended to support th is point of view 
(Bumstein, 1963; P«l, 1967). Personal values underlie occupational 
choice and attainment. But i t has also been found that the values 
are, hardly stable special ly of the school going children. Dipboye 
and iiMSerson (1959) st^jKiied occupational values of high school 
students. They found that the twelfth graders attached more 
importance to ' interesting work* and * opportunities for advancement* 
than the ninth graders. No s ignif icant differemse in the values 
of vocationally *decided' and 'undecided', twelfth graders was 
found. Career s ta t i s fact ion was highly valued by individuals fa l l ing 
in the age range 17 to 30 years (Miller, 19S4i. wagnan (1966) 
observed that the col lege students lay more emphasis on 'interesting 
work' whereas the high school sample referred Jobs which offerred 
'security* and *independeiKse'. Our fii^ieings are partial ly in 
agreement with these findings. 
Now l e t us discuss the occupational values of parents and 
students, we find that out of the f ive most preferred occupational 
values four are coomon. Difference i s perceptible with racard to 
'social service* and 'security*. st«;^ents prefer the former and 
parents the la ter . In our schools (Iran) we teach social science 
as a compulsory subject in which greater emphasis i s laid to 
make one aware of one's responsibi l i t ies towards the society . 
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Co>cu£ricular a c t i v i t i e s ar« org<inis«<l t o inculcats a oansa of social 
service in the youth. These, probably, mi^ht have influenced the 
students. In many studies conducted on students 'Social Service* 
has been found to be the dominant occupational value. 
Pestonjee and Akhtar (1969) eGgnpered occupational values and 
job preferences of engineering and teachers^training students. In 
case of engineering students, the most preferred occupational 
value was self-expression followed by socia l service and fans. 
Teache]»-training students indicated preferences for social service, 
self-expression and farae. Thus both the groups preferred the same 
set of values . Our findings are sinil<ir to t to findings of Pestonjee 
and Akhtar. 
in another study 'social serv ices ' , 'fane* and 'security* 
were fcHind t o be predoninant occupational values of undergraduates* 
The f i r s t three preferred values for the post>graduate sanple were 
'social serv ices ' , 'self-expression' and 'fame' (Pestonjee, Akhtar 
and Chaudhary, 1967). Kesler (1963) a l so found 'social service' to 
be the dooOnant value of school going Indian children. She has 
interperacted i t in t e m s of the Indian rel igious and philosophical 
tradi t ions . Buford (19S4) found that g i r l s appeared to se lec t jobs 
offering interesting experience and opportunities for social 
service . Our findings are in agreement with the research findings 
menti^ Mned above. 
As regards occupational values of parents, they m9wm to 
crave for job security. The desire for security connetes the 
desixe for protection against unwarranted dismissal. Researches 
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conducted on various work groups hove high-lightad the desire of 
employees for job security (Centers, 1946; Akhtar and Pestonjee, 
1969i Ganguly, 1964; Hersberg, Mausner, and snydenaan, 1959). 
But as the workers approach middle age they become nore concerned 
about Jdt> security. Job security, in a l l prdaability, would be 
cherished whenever i t would be apprehended that the employii«nt 
opportunities would soon be reaching a saturation point. It should 
a lso be borne out that middle aged people (parents in th i s case) 
have witnessed rapid economic transformation of Iranian society. 
They cannot eas i ly erase the ncnnories of miseries of a few 
decadtes back. Thus the emi^asis of the parents on Job security i s 
se l f -evident . 
Both the groups have preferred self-expression and fame 
which are ego i s t i c needs. As regards the ego i s t i c needs their 
goal i s not primarily a re la t ico with other people but a particular 
view of one's se l f or ego. Komharuser and Raid (196S) have 
observed that desires for material acquestions,personal wel l -
being, security, social esteem and influence are the witely 
shared iK>tives. Me find that both the groups prefer self-expression, 
fame and interest as occupational values. 
As regards the Job preference, both the grousM have preferred 
the Jobs which are remsnerative and have high prestige value. The 
parents as well as the sttadents have opted for medicine and 
engineering. These two professions are highly valued universally 
because there are cogent reasons t > bel ieve that "occupational-
prestige hierarchies are similar from country t o country and from 
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subgroup to sid>Qroup within a country** (HodlQe and s iegal , 1966 )• but 
i t i s nore trus about 6mvmloping countriaa lika Iran. Thare ia 
acute shortage of qualified doctors and engineers. This could be 
eas i ly gauyed by the fact that hundreds of spec ia l i s t s in these 
f ie lds are recruited every year fron India and Pakistan. These 
professions carry greater prestige in the society and earn aiuch 
higher salary as compared t o other professions. These ti#o Jobs 
not only gtiarantee good salary but they provide greater 
independence and job security as well as opportunity to senre th€ 
contmmity. These Jobs a lso bring nafoe and fame to people. 
Teaching in a way does not lag behind nedicine and engineering. 
It has high prestige value and at the sane t ine provides ample 
oj^portunities for soc ia l service . Thus we find that there i s 
synchronisation between occupational values and Job preferences 
of both the groups. It may be mentioned that both the groups have 
pxeferred people oriented Jobs. Our results are jn complete agreement 
with the findings of ftoseriberg (1957) who claims that "an 
individual who l ikes and wishes to work with others has « good 
chance (50 per cent) of se lect ing one of the 'helpful* occupations 
(teaching* soc ia l work and personnel) and an extremely slim chance 
(3 per cent) of chooeing one of the **self-interested" occupations 
(business* real -estate , finance, sa l e s , promotions, and advertising-
public relations)**. 
The relationship between occupational values and choices i s 
very interesting but Rosenberg's interpretation sewos to be more 
appropriate. He suggests that **valu©s are not only determinants of 
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actlosi^ but are themsalvoa detarmined by wstiona whicb ara pattamad 
on the basis of one's poaiti<:x} in soc iety . Both values and choices 
tend to detexinine one another and both tend to chanQe in the 
direction o£ greater mutual consistency, therdby leading to 
reduction of conf l ic t* . This assertion w i l l become c lear when we 
examine the influence of the family bacxground on the choice of 
occupations. Super (19S7} in his theory of vocational developoient 
posits that the faraily fosters z»eds and shapes values. It provides 
opportunities for acquiring requisite infoneation and necessary 
s k i l l s relevant to occupations. It has been pointed out that children 
who develop identif icat ion with their parents generally prefer the 
occupations that are valued by their parents (Lsrcti>eau« 1956| 
McATthur and Stevens« i9SS). Children who caoie from the group in 
which upward inability i s emphasised generally follow careers that 
resemble those of their fathers (Porter« 1954; Jenson and Kirchtwr« 
1955/ Gunderson and tielson, 1955/ Krippner, 1963/ Clark, 1967). 
The family contributes to the developBtent of vocational 
preferences in other subtle ways such as rel igious bel ieves , custons, 
tradit ions , and the general socia l environment. Super (1957) 
suggests that "family resources include not only intangibles such as 
information and contacts, but also tangibles in the form of 
capital and credit* . 
Rosenberg (1957) concludes that "there i s a definite relation-
ship bet««een the amount of momy the father currently earns and 
the amount the student expects to earn in the future . . . Family 
economic background i s c learly a very important detenrjinant of 
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«xpectatl<ms refjasdins one*s own ultiroat* eccoiomix; position**. 
m order to fully appreciata our findings «• roust UQd«rstand 
the socio>psychological emrircMWient in which children are reared 
especial ly in Isfahan. It i s the largest industrial c i ty of Iran. 
PsopJbe from a l l over the country flock to the c i t y in search of 
suitable enploynent. It has a l l the dubious characterist ics of 
an industrial c i t y , such as traf ic bottlenecks, over-population, 
inadequate housing and transportation f a c i l i t i e s and high cost of 
l iv ing . Most of the people cone fron siiddle c lass and maintain 
very close faaily relationship in which the children are generally 
the focal point of the parents. The whole purpc^e of existence 
of parents revolves around the %^llfare of the ch i ld . They want 
their chileren to get good education and choose econ^^nically and 
soc ia l ly viable jobs. The c lose relationship between the pc^rents 
and their children def in i te ly influences the behaviour of the child 
in general and the role-taking behavior in particular. The parents 
are adored by their children and f u l f i l l i n g the wishes of their 
parents i s their avowed aisMi of l i f e . This i s not only true about 
Jobs but se lect ion of l i f e partners as «rell. Even after marriage 
they try to conforcQ to the wishes and desires of their parents. 
Me nay argue that the children develop identif icat ion with tlwir 
parents in almost a l l the spheres of l i f e . In such a case i t i s 
no wcKider that greater a f f in i ty between the occupational values 
and choices of parents and their children e x i s t s . Thus the children 
aspire for the goals and objectives valued by their parents. 
Tfm parents generally desire and educate their children to 
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aspire for Jobs that voultf halp them in leading a rvapactful 
life in the sooiaty. Thara may ba individual diffaranca* but, 
by and lar«a« parents try to make all the aacrificas »o that the 
future of the child may ba aacura and confortabla. Their concern 
for their children has added significance because the children 
are their guarantee for old age. The children have to depend on 
the parents because their whole future hinges on this relationship. 
There ia anottor angle which smat be explored. Biople generally 
have faith and follow the teaets of Islam. Following the wistws 
and orders of parents is of cardinal religious significance. Thus 
subscribing to the wishes of parents is believed to be the moral 
and ethical duty of the child. Probably the religious beliefs 
apart from the socio-psyehological variables play a vital part in 
influencing the occupatiooal values and job preferences of the 
students. 
When we review our results and interpretations we find 
ourselves inclined to agree with Slocum (1965) who points out that 
occupational decisions are not exclusively made by the individual 
rather his decisions are subject to the demands of the society of 
which he is a member* Super and Baehrach (1957) have advocated 
fcMT a social systems approach which takes into account the 
interaction between the individual and his society to understand 
the career development of the individual."The icost far reaching 
contribution likely to result from the social systems approach 
to career develc^pment" asserts Osipow (1968}« "is an increasing 
sophistication in program development as a eonseqxience of a greater 
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unattrstanaing of th« social forms that affect individual daoision.** 
school counsellors should not ignore such valuable suggestions 
specially when enpirlcal research findings lend support to them. 
We hove already diseusiMd that parents as well as students 
have expressed their desire for medicine and engineering, there is 
no doubt that the choice was influenced by social factors but 
personality factors such as abilities, intelligence and aptitude 
can hardly be ignored for vocational adjustiaent. Probably the 
sample studieis did not pay snich heed to the counsellors or the 
counsellors did not sufficiently enphasised the role played by 
these factors. It means that the coiinsellors in Esfahan should 
develop new procedures so that the students develop a realistic 
and balanccKi approach in their choice of careers. 
The present study was conducted only in Esfahan so its findings 
may be generalised for the whole Iran, we may be permitted to 
extend similar studies to other parts of the country. Counsellors 
may play vital role in this ccmtext. Also, the influence of brothers 
and sisters as well as neighbours on the occupational values and 
Job choices of students needs expleration. Fiurther, the stability 
of occupational values and Job preferences with the passage of 
tine may be tested, that Is longitudinal studies are required. 
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1 • aSO H. « 3 .50 • ( i ^ l i ^ ) 1 
f « 75 * ^^ 
I : !^ ^ - *-20 
Q^  - 1 • ( A i f J ^ ) 1 U3 « 1 ^^  («I |&:£) 1 
N » 244 !j • 244 
.25I4« 61 .75N « 163 
1 « 2 .50 Q^. 2 .50 • ( ^ i j | 2 . ) i 1 . 4 .50 Qj-4.504 i^^^^^) 1 
£ <• 37 
O^  » 3 ,28 ' " ^^^ O3 - 4.69 
r m 144 r » 32 
i « 1 1 « 1 
0 . Q3 - Ci 
Q m 4 . 6 9 - 3 . 2 6 m 1 . 6 1 
Guidanc«i*milT>hip 
X 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
f 
14 
45 
74 
55 
36 
F 
34 
79 
153 
20e 
344 
MjL - 3 .0e O 1.94 
M^  • 1 4- iU/^) 1 
H •> 244 
«/2 « 122 
^ • ^'^^ 122-79 
f . 74 M »^ 2.50 • {*«^~^)1 F « 79 
1 - 1 K^ a3.08 
C ^  . w (-JlSJij=_E, i 0,-1* ( ' ^ ' i 
II » 344 N m 344 
aSN . 61 •''*» - ^ 3 
1 . 1.50 C^. i . 5 0 4 ( S J | l l ) l 1 . 3.50 Q^i.%o^im^) 3 
f « 45 Oj^»2.10 f * 45 Q, » 4.04 
F * 34 F • 34 
1 • 1 i • 1 
Q • Qj - Cj 
U » 4 . 0 - 2 . 1 0 » 1.94 
X 
1 
2 
3 
P^* 
5 
f 
47 
46 
64 
43 
42 
F 
47 
95 
159 
202 
244 
Ql • 1 • {*< 
N • 244 
25M • 61 
1 m 1,50 
£ « 46 
f •> 47 
i • 1 
«f=^> 1 
GJ^MI.SO 
Qj^«1.79 
GttidttDO»~POWg 
Hj^ m 2.92 Q « 2.26 
^ «• 244 
H/2 » 122 
1-2.50 H^- 2.5C • (A,??rg?) 1 
f e 64 
1 - 1 ^1 "^-^^ 
Cj - 1 • (*2|ls:£)i 
N » 244 
.75N a 163 
1 » 3.50 
f « 43 Q3.3.50*(^^|yi5i)l 
F « 159 Qj- 4.05 
1 » 1 
Q • Uj-Qj 
0. 4.05-1*79 m 2,26 
Galdanc<i«- Prof it 
1 12 12 
2 22 34 
3 85 119 
4 64 2.3 '^2. 122 
M^» 3.53 Q « 1.45 
N « 244 
41 244 
0^ . 1 * (^ %^- ^) i 
1 m 3.50 M.-i 3.S0»("^"!^^) 1 
f « 84 * ®* 
F - 119 M.« 3.53 
i - 1 * 
Q3 - 1+ (A25|=I1) i 
N « 244 
• 25N m 61 
61«S4., .75N- 183 Q,« 3.50 + (^^^'U^) i 
N m 244 
1 « 2.50 0,« 2.50 • (2i=*a)l « " " - *«''» " 3 ' •^'*' * ' 64 
^ 85 
f . 65 -^ 3.50 
F B 34 
g, . 2.61 ^ ^ 3^ % - *-26 
1 « 1 F m 119 
1 - 1 
0 - Q3 - Q^ 
4.26 . 2.81 » 1.45 
Guidiince-'aocttjfty 
Vi^ m 4 . 0 4 Q •> 1 .55 
1 6 6 
2 14 22 
3 54 76 
4 64 160 M^U2 
M^  . 1 ^ {^/:3ifJi) I 
» 244 
84 244 1« 3 .50 M. - 3 . 5 0 4 ( i 2 | = 2 i ) X 
,^  . i , ( . I S N ^ , , ^^  ^ ^ ^ (JSSN^) 1 
N » 244 N n 244 
•^*" - " .7513 - 163 Q j . 4 .50 + ( i ^ ^ ^ ) 1 
1 • 2.50 Q^m 2.50 +(^^512.) 
f • 54 
F « 22 
i « 1 
1 m 4 .50 
Q^m 3 .22 f «i 64 
P • 160 
1 • 1 
O3 • 4.77 
Q •» Q3 - Q j 
0 m 4 .77 « 3 .22 » 1.55 
Guidance»8«lg«-»xpr^s»ion 
1 6 6 ^1 " **®^ ^ " ^'^^ 
2 23 39 
3 46 75 Urn 244 
4 85 160 t^2« 122 
„^  . X • (S^) 1 
84 244 1 • 3 .50 M.- 3 .50 • i^H^) 1 
I m 3 .50 
P - 75 
i « 1 
i •'•"« "^  ^ 65 
» M -^ 4.05 
U j " * '»' 
M -1 2 4 4 
25N « 61 
1 « 2 .50 
£ « 46 
F « 39 
i » 1 
\" Y^i * 
U -^ 2.50 •(Sij|2.) 1 
U^« 2.97 
Q - Q3 - Ql 
Q3 - 1 • (^75g"g) 1 
N « 244 
.75N» 163 
1 « 4 .50 
Q^. 4 ,50 4 ( i S ^ ^ ) 1 
f . 64 S " *•'''' 
F » 160 
i « 1 
0 » 4.77 - 2.97 - 1.80 
0ttldai^e«>8oclatl s « v i c « 
145 
F 
1 t 0 
2 12 12 
3 19 31 
4 68 99 
244 
M, 
M, 
4.66 Q 
1 * ( ^ ) 1 
1.13 
N/2 
244 
122 
1 • 4 ,50 
f » 145 
F « 99 
1 « 1 
M -^ 4.50 • ( i^f j f^) 1 
M^  « 4.66 
U , » A • V 
N « 244 
.25N m 61 
1 - 3 . 5 0 
£ - 68 
F « 31 
1 - 1 
i ' "-
Q^ m 3 . 5 0 • 
Qi • 
0 •» Qj - Oj 
r61r31j ^ 
Q3 « 1 4 ( 
N « 244 
.75N- 183 
1 m 4 .50 
f - 145 
F « 99 
1 « 1 
,75r. - Fx , 
• - ? ) 1 
03-4.50+<i^Jj|2.)l 
0 3 - 5.07 
Q - .07-3 .94 - 1.13 
C i v i l SoQip«Tinq^Paynt« 
K 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Total 
f 
40 
37 
21 
9 
107 
P 
40 
77 
98 
107 N/2 « 53.50 L m 1.50 
F » 40 
f » 37 
1 • 1 
K^-L + ( ^ ^ ) i 
M^  . 1.50 * ( 5 a ^ | ^ ) l 
> 1.66 M 
Q^- L • ( t ? y ) i 
.2SN« 26.75 
L *• .50 
P • 0 
f » 40 
1 • 1 
Q l « . 5 + ( 2 ^ ^ ^ ) 1 
Q^ 1.17 
Q j - L + ( 
,75N« 60.25 
L • 2 .50 
F • 77 
f » 21 
4 - 1 
.75W»F ) 1 
Q 3 - 2 . 5 ^ ( ^ f i - | f ^ ) l 
0 , « 2.65 
Q Q3 . Qj 
U e 2.65*1.17 m 1.48 
Kjgctrical Bpcln»»rinq-'P»afot» 
X 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Total 
f 
35 
42 
16 
13 
106 
F 
35 
77 
93 
106 
f . « 1 . 5 + ( 5 l i = ^ ) l 
* 42 
N / 2 - 5 3 1 ^'^^ 
L « 1.50 
F 4 35 
f • 42 
1 - 1 
.25H « 26.50 .75M « 79.50 
h « 0.50 L « 2 .50 
F « 0 0^«.50+(i^||fi=fi)l F - 77 O3- 2.50-^(2^*11=^) 
f « 35 Q^ m 1.26 f » 16 Q^  « 2 .66 
1 « 1 1 - 1 
Q « 03.0^ 
Q « 2 . 6 6 . 1 . 2 6 » 1.40 
X 
I 
2 
3 
4 
Total 
Qj^- L • 
f 
28 
18 
34 
17 
97 
(*i|^r 
f 
28 
46 
80 
97 
)i 
.lfffP-?!M^Pt^ 
£^ 2^ «i48.S0 
L « 2.SO 
F « 46 
£ - 35 
1 - 1 
Qj. 
M^ m 2 .57 
•25N m 42.25 .75M » 72.50 
L • .50 L - 2 .50 
F . 0 Q^..54K^4P=^)1 P » 46 Q3-2.5+ (7?>|0-U)t 
* • *® Oj- 1.37 ^ « 3* 
i « 1 1 » 1 
0 - U3 - Q^  
Q « 3 .28 -1 .37 • 1.01 
JudQ«*P«jp>nt» 
X 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Total 
Q^ « L -
.25N m 24. 
L » .50 
P » 0 
f • 33 
i « 1 
f F 
33 33 
40 73 
12 e$ 
13 96 
98 
(*2|N=£,i 
75 
0^..5+(2ijP=fi)l 
Qj^  » 1.25 
0 -» O3 - Qj^  
N/2 • 49 
L « 0.50 
F * 33 
f « 40 
i • 1 
K^.L • ( & ^ ) 1 
M^  « .50+(^2^12.) 1 
M^  - 1 . 4 0 
1, ^ ( .I5N=£)i 
.75N- 74.25 
L « 2.25 
F « 75 
£ - 12 
1 - 1 
0 3 - 2 . 5 + ( 2 1 j | S i 2 3 ) i 
G3 • 2 .60 
Q » 2.60^1.25 - 1.35 
M>ch>nlc»l gqgii»«riiao«Pmgftata 
X 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Total 
f 
30 
37 
12 
9 
66 
F 
30 
67 
79 
v& H/2 «• 44 
L • 1.50 
F « 30 
f . 37 
i m I 
M^m L + (^^^^)1 
M. 1.86 
U ) " ij -«• 
25N «> 22 
L at .SO 
F " 0 
f « 37 
i • 1 
^ £ 1^ 
Q^-.$-t-(2|^)l 
Q^ m 1.68 
U » Q3*0x 
L •(*2P=£)1 
.7511* 66 
L m 1.50 
F - 30 
f . 37 
i « 1 
Q3«1.5+(^|=2fi)l 
O3 • 2 .47 
Q * 2 .47-1 .86 m 1.47 
W>dicioa-'Par»nt» 
X 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Total 
f 
55 
46 
X6 
16 
135 
P 
55 
101 
117 
135 N/2 • 67.50 1 - 1.50 
F » 55 
£ a 46 
1 - 1 
.2SN m 33.75 
tm .5 
F • 0 OJ^-.50+{21A||=£)1 
H, . 1.77 
£ 
1 
55 
1 
0, l.U 
Q3-L 4.(*2S|r£) 4 
.7SN m 101.2s 
L» 2.5 
F- 101 03-2.5»(^^^'^|'^^^) 
f - 16 
4 • 1 
Q3 « 2.62 
Q « 2.62 - 1.11 m 1.41 
X 
1 
2 
3 
4 
T o t a l 
ftj, « L + 
25!Jbi U . 5 
L » 1 .50 
P » 21 
f - 22 
1 « 1 
f P 
21 '21 
22 43 
16 59 
35 94 
94 
{-15f:^)i 
Oj«1.54'(2^ 
Qj^  m 1 .61 
Q » Oj-Qj 
G - 3 . 8 2 - 1 . 
. 5 0 -w 
61 m 
N/2 « 47 
L - 2 . 5 0 
F « 43 
X * lO 
Qj-
.75N » 
L 
^ ) 1 F 
f 
1 
' 2 . 2 1 
^'i« I, ^ ( a ^ j i 
Mj^ « 2 . 5 0 * ( * J | ^ ) 1 
M^  m 2 . 7 5 
, 1.4- (^ -^ liizS)! 
' 3 0 . 5 0 
- 3 . 5 0 
. 59 Oj .3 .5*(2f i3 | f i=59 
« 35 Qj « 3 , 8 2 
• 1 
)1 
PiXot~Par«nt» 
X 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Total 
f 
15 
25 
4 
17 
61 
F 
15 
40 
«4 
61 
H^  . 1.50^ (iCigziS 
Vt^ 2.12 
N/2 » 30.50 
L B 1.50 
F « 15 
f « 25 
1 - 1 
.25N . 15.25 .75N - 45.75 
I#. 1.50 «^- .1 .50+( iSj |S=^) 1 L « 3 .50 Q3«3.504>(^^||~*^)1 
y - 15 ^^ ^ ^^^j F 1 44 
« » 25 £ . 17 
Ql - 1.91 * - * • Q^  . 3 ^ ^ 
i • 1 1 - 1 
0 - Q j - Oj 
Q - 3 . 6 0 - 1 . 9 1 » 1,69 
1 ^ ^ ^ <^,£flcf,r>Pay»|Bt^ 
X 36 38 
2 24 62 
3 18 eo 
4 XO 90 
T o t a l 90 
N/2 - 45 
L « X.50 
F • 3e 
f - 24 
1 » X 
M^  m 1 .79 
.2SN m 23*50 
L « 0 . 5 0 
IP « 0 Q^.,5^(22j|fi=£)i 
f 
1 
36 
X 
Q^ m X.09 
.75l<» 6 7 . 5 0 
L « 2 . 5 0 
F » 62 
f » xe 
1 - X 
75M~F ) i 
Q3-2.5+(^*4s=^)l 15" 
Qj« 2 . 8 0 
0 - Q3 - Q^ 
Q • 2 . e 0 - X . 7 9 - X.7X 
Taachino-Pairaof 
1 
2 
3 
4 
40 
SO 
11 
8 
40 
92 
103 
111 
Total 111 
H^.1.504 (S5» |0-40) i 
H^ » 1.80 
lS/2 » 55.50 
L » 1.50 
F » 40 
f • 52 
i » 1 
.25N - 27.75 .75H - 83.25 
L «« .50 L » 1.50 
r - 0 Q^«.504(^2j|S=fi)i jp.40 Q^«x.50+(2^ij'| |=^)l 
f - 40 Qj - 1.19 f « 52 Oj« 2.33 
1 - 1 1 - 1 
0 • Q3 - Ql 
0 « 2.33 - 1.19 m 1.14 
ACTMWI F o g < » « - t w 3 > n t » 
X 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Total 
Ol- ^ 
£ 
IS 
22 
30 
32 
102 
F 
18 
40 
70 
102 
^ (JL2S|=£)I 
M^ • 2 . 8 7 
u/i " SI 
h - 2 . 5 0 
P « 40 
f « 30 
1 • 1 
Q » L + (-a—Sj—; 1 
.2511 m 2 5 . 5 0 .75N - 7 6 . 5 0 
L a 1 .50 L « 3 . 5 0 
F - 18 Qj^.i.504{2^^||=^)l F - 70 Q^«3.50^.(25^11=^)1 
f • 22 Q^ • 1 .84 £ - 32 Qj « 3 . 7 0 
1 - 1 1 • 1 
Q • O3 - Qj^  
Q m 3 . 7 0 ^ 1 . 6 4 » 1 .86 
Civil Kmio—rioq-Studtmta 
1 
2 
3 
4 
12 
28 
32 
24 
12 
40 
72 
96 
Total 96 
H/2 « 48 
L » 3.50 
F « 40 
f « 32 
1 « 1 
Mj^ -L « (S<:!f=£) i 
5^^ - 2.50 • (^ |j*^ ) 1 
M^ - 2.75 
Qj» L • (* 
.25lhi 24 
L « 1.50 
f • 12 
f - 26 
i - 1 
*a|=-)l 
Q3^ -1.5+(2i||2.)i 
Qj « 1.93 
Qj . I . , . « B = E , i 
.75N • 72 
L «> 2 .50 
P • 40 Qj«2.5+(21| | f t ) l 
f « 32 
1 « 1 
3.44 
Q *> 3 .44 -1 .93 « 1.51 
BdttCtttioJMil CmiTmelleX'^tii6»ntM 
1 
2 
3 
4 
28 
26 
33 
26 
28 
54 
87 
113 
H^. 2.5C4 C^^'|g-?^)l 
H^ «= 2.58 
N / I « S6.50 
L * 2.SO 
F w $4 
Total 113 f « 33 
•'•' -" '•' •" i •• 1 
. 2 5 N m 26.23 .75N « £5 .50 
L • 1.50 h - 2 .50 
F • 28 Q ^ . i . 5 0 * ( 2 i 4 | | = 2 £ ) i F « 54 Q ^ » 2 . 5 C + ( S S . ' | | = ^ ) 1 
f » 26 Qj« 1.51 f • 33 C3 « 3 .4^ 
1 • 1 i » 1 
Q » 3.46>1.51 » 1.95 
iXactylcaZ Knoln>TiP<i-^tml«nt> 
i 36 36 K »^ L • (^ "^ l"^  i 
2 
3 
M^ « 1 . 5 0 ^ ( 5 i * l | j ^ ) l 
4 
Total 
Q^m L 4- (^ 
25Um 29.25 
L * O.SO 
F « 0 
f « 36 
1 « 1 
22 117 
117 
.25N.P,^ 
^^..5o^(22||fi=S 
Q^ • 1.32 
N/2 « Se,50 
L « 1.50 
F«36 
£ « 34 
1 - 1 
Q 3 . 
.75N -
L « 
)1 P -
f » 
i « 
M. • 
87.7S 
2.5C 
70 
2S 
1 
1 2.16 
•^ )1 
Oj»2,50-f(' 
Qj « 3.21 
ir 
C • Q3 - Qj 
C « 3.21-1.32 m 1,69 
aiMn«8tOd»Pt« 
1 
2 
3 
4 
16 
18 
24 
30 
16 
34 
56 
68 
Total 88 
N/2 
h 
F 
£ 
1 
44 
2.50 
34 
24 
1 
M^-L- {^^^)i 
M^m 2.50+(^|j^)l 
M^ « 2.92 
Q^. I. ^  (*2S|:£)i 
,25M 
L 
22 
1.50 
F . 16 Oj^«1.5+(2||ii)i 
f » 18 
1 « 1 
"l 1.83 
O3- L ^ (t7SN/g) i 
.75N» 66 
L m 3.50 
F « 56 Qj-3.5^(^^||^)1 
£ « 30 
i - 1 
3.77 
0 » 3.77-.l,83 « 1.94 
Mechanical gTnqioeTincH-3tud«nt« 
1 
2 
3 
14 
16 
26 
14 
30 
56 
H^ . L ^ ( 2 . ^ ) 1 
M «^ 2.50+ (^^j |^=^) l 
H^ « 2 .71 
N/a « 35.50 
L « 2.50 
15 71 F « 30 
f « 26 
Total 71 1 « I 
,25W « 17.75 .7SN - 53,25 
L « 1.50 L.«» 2 .50 
F - 1 4 0 ^ - 1 . 5 0 + ( i 2 z | | = l l ) i F « 30 Q3»2.S04<^^~^|''^^) I 
£ « 16 0^ » 1.73 f « 26 Qj- 3.39 
1 * 1 i » 1 
Q » 3 .39-1 .73 « 1.66 
M»dic ine-Stttd«nts 
X 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Total 
i^ m h •¥ 
£ 
48 
42 
14 
30 
134 
< ^ 
F 
48 
90 
104 
134 
-')i 
N/2 -67 
L » l.SO 
F » 48 
f » 42 
i « 1 
M^ « 1.50+(S2^)1 
M^ - 1.95 
.25N » 33.50 
L B^SO 
F - 0 Qj,-.SO^(^^>|g*^)l 
f 
i 
46 
1 
Qj • 1.20 
0^. L 4 (f'^ g^-'^ )i 
.75N- 100,50 
L » 2.50 
F . 90 03«2.504(^Q^'|0-^<>)1 
f - 14 
1 » 1 
3.25 
U • 3.25 - 1.20 • 1.05 
Ilur» loQ-'Studinf 
K 
I 
2 
3 
4 
16 
10 
12 
IS 
16 
26 
38 
S3 
T o t a l S3 
M^ • L • ( S < ^ ) 1 
14^  m 2 .50 + { 2 i a | | = ^ ) l 
H^ m 2 .54 
N/2 « 26.50 
L - 2 .50 
F » 26 
f • 12 
1 * 1 
.25M« 13.25 .75H » 39.75 
L • 0 .50 L m 3 .50 
r m 0 0^« .5+{ i^* | |=£) l F . 38 Q j - 3 . $ 0 + ( 2 S * | | = ^ ) l 
f « 16 Q^m 1.33 f » 15 Oj « 3.62 
1 - 1 4 - 1 
Q • Qj - Qj 
Q » 3.62->1.33 - 2 . 2 9 
Pilot-Studanta 
X 
1 
2 
3 
4 
Total 
Q i - L 
.25N m 23 
L • 0. 
F « 0 
£ 
24 
16 
30 
24 
94 
.50 
50 
Q^*. 
r 
24 
40 
70 
94 
"^l 
.50(2^  1.50--9 
N/2 « 47 
L » 2.50 
F » 40 
f « 30 
i » 1 
0. 
.75 
)1 ] 
^ - 2.50*(A2|J0ji 
H^ -2.73 
, • L + (*25|=i:)i 
N •» 70.50 
L » 3.50 
F - 70 Oj « 3.50+(^2^*11=20)1 
£ • 24 Q^m 1,4© £ « 24 Qj « 3.52 
4 • 1 i • 1 
O3 - Qj^  « 3.S2>1.4& • 2.04 
T»achiOQ»Stwa»nt» 
1 
2 
3 
4 
34 
32 
le 
26 
34 
66 
84 
IXO 
M^« X.50* (5|§21)i 
M^ m 2.16 
^ 2 « 55 
Total 110 L m 1.50 
f » 34 
f • 32 
4 - 1 
QjL- L • (*^^)1 Qj - L • (-«^ i^2:^ )l 
.2SN - 27.50 .75N « 62.50 
h m 0.50 0;^-.50+(22*U=fi)l L « 2.50 Qj- 2.50+(Si*||^>l 
F - 0 Q^ » 1.31 F • 66 <3 3 * 3*^2 
1 - 1 1 - 1 
0 » 3.42-1.31 •* 2.11 
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